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      The PD Phylogenetic Diversity Framework: 
Linking Evolutionary History to Feature 
Diversity for Biodiversity Conservation                     

       Daniel     P.     Faith    

    Abstract     Feature diversity refers to the relative number of different features repre-
sented among species or other taxa. As a storehouse of possible future benefi ts to 
people, it is an important focus for biodiversity conservation. The PD phylogenetic 
diversity measure provides a way to measure biodiversity at the level of features. PD 
assumes an evolutionary model in which shared features are explained by shared 
ancestry. This avoids philosophical and practical weaknesses of the conventional 
interpretation of biodiversity as based on some measure of pair-wise differences 
among taxa. The link to features also provides a family of PD-based calculations 
that can be interpreted as if we are counting-up features of taxa. The range of feature 
diversity calculations assists comparisons of methods, and helps overcome the cur-
rent lack of review and synthesis of the variety of proposed methods for integrating 
evolutionary history into biodiversity conservation. One family of popular indices is 
based on the evolutionary distinctiveness (ED) measure. These indices all have the 
limitation that complementarity, refl ecting degree of phylogenetic overlap among 
taxa, is not properly taken into account. Related indices provide priorities or other 
scores for geographic areas, but do not effectively combine complementarity, prob-
abilities of extinction, and measures of restricted-range. PD-based measures can 
overcome these problems. Applications include the identifi cation of key biodiver-
sity sites of global signifi cance for biodiversity conservation.  
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        Introduction 

 This book addresses important concepts, methods, and applications related to the 
increasingly important role of evolutionary history in  biodiversity   conservation. The 
preservation of the rich heritage represented by the evolutionary history of taxa is a 
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 natural   conservation goal (e.g. Mooers and Atkins  2003 ). This fundamental rela-
tionship between evolutionary history and conservation goals traces back at least to 
the  IUCN    1980 ) proposal that taxonomically distinctive species may deserve greater 
conservation priority. At about the same time, Soulé ( 1980 ), in his book,   Conservation 
    biology :  an evolutionary - ecological perspective , articulated a broad evolutionary 
perspective for conservation, and argued that “reduction of the biological  diversity   
of the planet is the most basic issue of our time.” 

 The term “phylogenetic  diversity  ” is relevant to these  biodiversity   conservation 
perspectives. The term can be traced back to the introduction of the “ PD  ” phyloge-
netic diversity index (Faith  1992a ,  b ,  1994a ). PD was designed as a simple measure 
of the degree of representation of evolutionary history (by a given set of taxa). Faith 
( 2002 ) summarised the basic defi nition and rationale for PD: “representation of 
“evolutionary history” (Faith  1994b ) encompassing processes of cladogenesis and 
anagenesis is assumed to provide representation of the feature diversity of organ-
isms. Specifi cally, the phylogenetic diversity (PD) measure estimates the relative 
feature diversity of any nominated set of species by the sum of the lengths of all 
those phylogenetic branches spanned by the set.” 

 That summary mentions species, but Faith ( 1992a ,  b ) in fact applied  PD   from the 
outset not only to phylogenies whose tips were species, but also to phylogenetic 
 pattern   among genetic haplotypes or populations, in order to set spatial priorities to 
conserve within species genetic  diversity   (see also Faith et al.  2009 ). The common 
element across these levels is the inference of underlying diversity, where the units 
of variation are features or traits of taxa. This link to “features” refl ects the attempt, 
through PD calculations, to address a fundamental concern of  biodiversity   conser-
vation - unknown variation, with unknown future values. Faith ( 1992a ,  b ) suggested 
that the interpretation of phylogenetic diversity as a measure of feature diversity 
helps to clarify its link to conservation values: “ Diversity   is seen as important as the 
raw material for adapting to change (McNeely et al.  1990 ), and so provides what 
McNeely et al. ( 1990 ) and others call ‘   option value’: a safety net of biological diver-
sity for responding to unpredictable events or needs. The diversity of features repre-
sented by a subset of species provides option value in ensuring not only that one or 
more members of the subset can adapt to changing conditions, but also that society 
may be able to  benefi t   (e.g. economically) from features of these species in response 
to future needs.” 

 Examples of these benefi ts include many from bioprospecting. For example, 
Smith and Wheeler ( 2006 ) have used phylogeny to assess potential for new discov-
eries of piscine venoms. Pacharawongsakda et al. ( 2009 ) have applied  PD   to help 
fi nd natural products from microbes. Another interesting example is found in the 
study of Saslis-Lagoudakisa et al. ( 2012 ). Phylogenetically-related plants have 
 provided a key medical component, discovered independently in the plants found in 
three different regions. 

 This perspective accords well with the  IUCN (   1980 ) argument for conservation 
of  diversity   in order to ensure benefi ts “for present and future use”. Reid and Miller 
( 1989 ) echoed these ideas in their early paper, “Keeping options alive: the scientifi c 
basis for conserving  biodiversity  ” (see also Wilson  1992 ; McNeely  1988 ; Faith 
 1992a ,  b ). The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA  2005 ) summarised this 
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general link between biodiversity  and   option values: “ Biodiversity   loss is important 
in its own right because biodiversity has cultural values, because many people 
ascribe intrinsic value to biodiversity, and because it represents unexplored options 
for the future (option values)”. 

  Option value   therefore refl ects not only the unknown future benefi ts from known 
elements of  biodiversity  , but also the unknown benefi ts from unknown elements. 
The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment ( 2005 ) also called for “a ‘calculus’ of bio-
diversity, so that gains and losses at the level of biodiversity option values can be 
quantifi ed”. These ideas are echoed in the conceptual framework for the 
 Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services   
( IPBES  ; UNEP  2013 ) which says that values “include bequest value – in other 
words, the preservation of nature for future generations – or  the   option values of 
biodiversity as a reservoir of yet-to-be discovered uses from known and still unknown 
species and biological processes, or as a constant source, through evolutionary pro-
cesses, of novel biological solutions to the challenges of a changing environment.” 

 The  PD   measure is an attempt to make inferences about “features” as units of 
variation, including features that are not yet known to science. Faith ( 1994a ,  b ) 
characterised PD as one case of a general framework for  biodiversity   assessment 
that uses  pattern  -process  model  s to link objects and lower-level units. In general, the 
biodiversity units are the things we would like to count up, and the objects contain 
various units. Typically, many units remain unobserved/unknown, and a pattern- 
process       model defi nes relationships among the objects, enabling inference of the 
relative numbers of units represented by different sets of objects (Faith  1994a ,  b ). 
Thus, PD provides the specifi c case where species (or haplotypes or populations) 
are the objects, features are the units, and the pattern-process inferential model is 
based on evolutionary processes of cladogenesis and anagenesis, manifested in phy-
logenetic pattern. 

 The link from phylogeny to feature  diversity   has supported the wide application 
of  PD  . For example, Huang et al. ( 2012 ) advocated the use of PD in conservation 
based on their fi nding that it provides a much stronger link to “trait diversity”, rela-
tive to species. Jono and Pavoine’s ( 2012 ) study of threat diversity as a determinant 
of the extinction risk in mammals assessed the consequences of species declines 
used PD with the rationale that it “is becoming a key  criterion   in conservation stud-
ies because it can refl ect the variety of unique or rare features of a species.” 

 This rationale has extended to application of  PD   within ecosystems, where the 
conservation/management goals focus on maintaining ecosystem functions and ser-
vices. For example, Cadotte and Davies ( 2010 ) argued that “maximizing the 
 preservation of PD will also tend to maximize the preservation of feature  diversity  , 
including unmeasured, but ecologically important traits” (see also Gravel et al.  2012 ). 

 Studies also link  PD  , feature  diversity  , and option values. For example, Larsen 
et al. ( 2012 ) argued that “it is diffi cult to provide a robust proxy for ‘option value’ – 
the potential value to society – as these values are not yet realized”, and concluded 
that “a compelling argument can be made that maximizing the retention of phyloge-
netic diversity (PD) should also maximize option value, as well as diversifi cation 
and adaptation of the species in a future of climatic change”. The infl uential study 
of Forest et al. ( 2007 ) also highlighted the importance of PD as a link to feature 
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diversity. They explored PD and option value based on an  estimated   phylogenetic 
tree and the geographic distribution of angiosperm genera found in the Cape hotspot 
of South Africa. Forest et al. ( 2007 ) concluded that, if we did not know about the 
medicinal, food, and other useful features of these plants, then preserving sets of 
species with high PD would be a good way to preserve these unknown features and 
their associated benefi ts. 

  PD   now is regarded as “a leading measure in quantifying the  biodiversity   of a 
collection of species” (Bordewich and Semple  2012 ) and as “a resonant symbol of 
the current biodiversity crisis” (Davies and Buckley  2011 ), with important applica-
tions at both  regional  /global (e.g. Forest et al.  2007 ) and within-ecosystem scales 
(e.g. Cadotte et al.  2009 ). At the same time, PD must be acknowledged as just one 
of many biodiversity measures that are based on aspects of evolutionary history (see 
other chapters in this book). Unfortunately, there is no existing comprehensive 
review and synthesis covering all these measures. For example, Diniz Filho et al. 
( 2013 ) recently concluded that “we do not even have a comprehensive and integra-
tive approach to using phylogenies in biodiversity conservation.” Similarly, a recent 
review of past studies on the topic of evolutionary history and conservation (Winter 
et al.  2013 ) argued that there is little basis for distinguishing among the large num-
ber of existing phylogenetic indices (see also Devictor et al.  2010 ). 

 Partly, the existence of a gap in review and synthesis is not surprising; this  area   
of research is evolving rapidly. The  PD   measure is applied in various sub- disciplines, 
highlighting distinctions between within-ecosystem versus global scales,  microbial   
versus  macrobial  , and taxonomic levels ranging from populations to species and 
 higher taxa   (e.g., May-Collado and Agnarsson  2011 ; Lozupone and Knight  2005 ; 
Jono and Pavoine  2012 ; Jetz et al.  2014 ). 

 The other obstacle to synthesis is that, while some attempts at review and synthe-
sis have been made, most have been incomplete or unsuccessful. Notably, philoso-
phers of science have become keenly interested in the science of phylogeny and 
 biodiversity   conservation, but have not yet shed much light on the problem (for 
discussion, see Faith  2013 ). Philosophers so far largely have focussed on one pos-
sible unifying conceptual model of biodiversity. This model traces back to 
Weitzman’s ( 1992 ) general framework for biodiversity, based on the idea of objects, 
and measures of difference between pairs of objects. The biodiversity of a given set 
of objects then is refl ected, not in a list of the different objects, but in the amount of 
difference represented by the set. Weikard ( 2002 ), following Weitzman’s 
 object- differences framework, argued that “an operational  concept   of  diversity   must 
rely on some measure of dissimilarity between appropriately defi ned objects.” 
Maclaurin and Sterelny ( 2008 ), in their book, “What is biodiversity?”, and Morgan 
( 2010 ) also saw this approach as a core framework for characterising biodiversity 
(the Lean and Maclaurin chapter “  The  Value   of  Phylogenetic    Diversity      ”, also takes 
this as their starting point). 

 This approach assumes that we can decide on the defi nition of meaningful differ-
ences among the initial objects, and most authors have acknowledged that it is hard 
to choose among many possible notions of difference. This has not helped in devel-
oping a synthesis for phylogenetic measures of  diversity  . Winter et al. ( 2013 ) incor-
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rectly interpreted “phylogenetic diversity” as any measure derived from a nominated 
between-species  phylogenetic distance  . Their conclusion, that there is little basis for 
distinguishing among different phylogenetic indices, highlighted well the problems 
in choosing among different notions of differences. Unfortunately, Winter et al. did 
not recognize  PD   as distinctive in avoiding arbitrary notions of difference, and 
instead using a model-based measure of feature diversity and option values. 

 A more recent study, by Kelly et al. ( 2014 ), acknowledged the feature  diversity   
interpretation of  PD  , but surprisingly failed to acknowledge its  pattern  -process 
 model  , in which shared ancestry explains shared features. An implication of that 
model, emphasised from the outset, was that PD will fail to account for convergently- 
derived features, and that these may be captured by an alternative pattern  process   
model (see Faith  1992a ,  b ,  1996 ,  2015 ). The failure to recognise these key lessons 
from the early work left Kelly et al. destined to merely re-discover the already well- 
established point that convergences will not be accounted for by PD, rather than 
making any real progress towards evaluation and synthesis (and perhaps exploring 
the alternative pattern-process model). 

 Lack of comparisons and synthesis has made it diffi cult to interpret some other-
wise useful studies. This problem is well illustrated in the recent study by Pio et al. 
( 2014 ), where “ PD  ” is used to refer to any  diversity   measure linked in any way to 
phylogeny. They refer to a variety of published studies on the performance of “PD”, 
but the reader cannot know when this refers to true PD and when it refers to some 
other measure. Pio et al. go on to apply the actual PD method in their analyses, but 
without reference to that as the Faith ( 1992a ) PD method. 

 Beyond the confusion in terms, there remains a genuine need to compare methods 
and develop synthesis. The  pattern  -process  model   approach that is the basis for  PD   
can help in two ways. First, we can use the PD family of calculations to better recog-
nise that there are many inter-linked, related, indices (dissimilarity, endemism, etc) 
rather than lots of indices that can be called “ diversity  ” measures (for related discus-
sion, see Sarkar  2008 ). In the next section, I briefl y consider the PD’s counting- up of 
features as one way to integrate other possible calculations that can be based on those 
counts. I then turn to the second way that PD’s pattern- process   model can help. Here, 
I will evaluate alternative measures, including those outside PD framework, by 
examining how well they can be interpreted under the PD features model.  

    Calculations and Comparisons 

    Simple Calculations Based on  PD   

 Many possible calculations can be based on counting-up features within the  PD   
framework. As examples, complementarity, endemism, and  dissimilarities   between 
objects all can be calculated. In principle, every index conventionally defi ned in 
ecology at the species level has its counterpart for other  biodiversity   units. 
Counting-up the total number of features (as units) represented by a set of taxa 
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remains the core measure of “ diversity  ”, but the other calculations capture other 
aspects – for example, expected change in biodiversity as a result of extinction. 

 Useful  PD   calculations for  biodiversity   comparisons among geographic locali-
ties include PD- dissimilarities   between places or samples (see Lozupone and Knight 
 2005 ) and PD-endemism (Faith et al.  2004 ; illustrated in Fig.  1 ). Another useful 
calculation is “expected PD”, based on estimated probabilities of extinction. Here, 
species’ estimated extinction probabilities indicate amounts of “expected PD loss” 
(discussed further below; see also Faith  2008 ,  2013 ). All these calculations operate 
as if we are applying the standard species-based measures at the features level. 
Thus, these newer calculations make sense, given the interpretation of PD as count-
ing- up features.

   This interpretation has helped to justify other recent proposed extensions of  PD  . 
One important case is the integration of abundance information. Faith and Richards 
( 2012 ) noted that a PD-based  Hill number   s   framework (Chao et al.  2010 ; see also 
Chao et al. chapter “  Phylogenetic  Diversity   Measures and Their Decomposition: A 
Framework Based on Hill Numbers    ”) can be interpreted as an application of the 
standard species-level Hill numbers calculation, but with evolutionary features 
(as indicated by PD) substituted for species. Thus, the basic PD evolutionary model 
provides a simple justifi cation for a phylogenetic measure integrating abundance 
information.   

     Complementarity  : A Key  PD   Attribute 

 Interpretation of  PD   as counting-up features extends the fundamental species-level 
measure of “complementarity” to the features level. A taxon complements others in 
representing additional evolutionary history (Faith  1994a ,  b ), as depicted in the 

  Fig. 1    For each tree, the tick marks correspond to loss in  PD   if each species from  area   B is lost. 
The  tick marks  show how much PD is uniquely represented by that area. PD endemism sees the 
scenario on the left as implying greater endemism of area B, compared to the scenario on the right. 
The W e  method cannot distinguish between the two scenarios because it ignores a critical aspect of 
phylogenetic context, called complementarity       
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branches of the estimated phylogeny. The degree of complementarity refl ects the 
relative number of additional features contributed by that species. For example, 
given some subset of species that are well-protected, and two species in that taxo-
nomic group that are endangered, the priority for conservation investment may 
depend on the relative gains in feature  diversity   (the complementarity values) 
expected for each species. 

 Given the importance of complementarity, particularly when dealing with com-
plex conservation issues, it is worth comparing  PD   with some published phyloge-
netic calculations. Calculating PD naturally requires that  phylogenetic overlap   
among taxa be taken into account, so that branches – and corresponding features – 
are not multi-counted. Often, when PD is not applied correctly, the result is a mis-
leading multiple-counting of features. For example, Perez-Losada et al. ( 2002 ) 
incorrectly calculated PD values for sets of freshwater crab species. They simply 
added up the PD values for individual taxa to produce the overall score for the set of 
taxa. Consequently, their measure, in multi-counting branches, did not correspond 
to a valid calculation of PD. Similarly, a study by Vamosi and Wilson ( 2008 ), using 
the term “EH” to refer to evolutionary history, stated that “the combined EH of all 
the angiosperm orders and families was estimated at 35,244 million years by sum-
ming the ages of the separate clades over the angiosperm phylogeny.” Their “com-
bined EH” measure, in multi-counting branches, did not correspond to an estimate 
of PD. PD calculations would have better captured their intention to assess loss of 
traits/features. 

    Calculations Using Phylogenetic Distinctiveness Fail 
to Integrate Complementarity 

 More complex calculations have used measures of phylogenetic or taxonomic “dis-
tinctiveness”. These values, calculated for individual taxa, are then to be combined 
to score sets of taxa or areas. The problem for all popular variants of this approach – 
whether the terminal taxa (or tips for the tree) are individuals, populations, or places, 
is that the scores for the taxa do not add up to the proper scores for sets of taxa. 

 In an early example of such an approach (López-Osorio and Miranda-Esquivel 
 2010 ), an  area   received a score equal simply to the sum of individual scores of 
member species. López-Osorio and Miranda-Esquivel ( 2010 ) used 50 phylogenies 
covering multiple taxonomic groups in the Amazon, and integrated this phyloge-
netic information into conservation priority setting in order to “establish conserva-
tion priorities for  Amazonia  ’s areas of endemism on the basis of measures of 
evolutionary distinctiveness”. “Taxonomic rarity” was to be indicated by species 
that are members of a small number of groups on the cladogram. López-Osorio and 
Miranda-Esquivel ( 2010 ) used an approach suggested by Posadas et al. ( 2001 ), 
which extends the W Index of Vane-Wright et al. ( 1991 ). The W index assigns to 
each species a value that is inversely related to the count of the number of groups on 
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 the   phylogenetic tree for which the species is a member. Thus, a species that is taxo-
nomically (phylogenetically) distinctive will have a high W value refl ecting its rela-
tively few close relatives. The key index derived from W is the W e  index (each W 
value is divided by the number of areas with that species, yielding W e ). An area 
receives a score, equal to the sum of the W e  values of its species. This is to indicate 
a degree of endemism that integrates phylogeny. 

 Faith et al. ( 2004 ) compared those measures to the phylogenetic  diversity   mea-
sure,  PD  , and its associated calculations. Faith et al. argued that the W e  indices for 
areas differ from PD in not considering the degree of  phylogenetic overlap  /non- 
overlap among species (phylogenetic complementarity), and so may fail to effec-
tively represent evolutionary history in priority sets of species or areas. A simple 
example of the problem is illustrated in Fig.  1 . The W e  method cannot distinguish 
between the scenarios, yet the PD-endemism value differs for the two. 

 A family of relatively new measures, while based on  PD  , also does not fully 
account for complementarity. ED (“evolutionary distinctiveness”; Isaac et al.  2007 ; 
see also Collen et al.  2011 ) divides up the total PD among all species on the given 
phylogeny. This provides a fi xed score for each species, refl ecting its contribution to 
the total evolutionary history (PD). A species receives a partial credit for each 
ancestral branch. Thus, ED appears to capture the idea of complementarity among 
species. However, a key limitation is apparent when species ED scores are com-
bined to provide scores for areas or for sets of priority species. Here, the ED 
approach does not take phylogenetic complementarity among the species into 
account. For example, consider  the   phylogenetic tree in Fig.  2 . Based on summed 
ED scores, we cannot distinguish between an  area   with four closely related species 
and an area with four distantly related species; yet the scenario on the right corre-
sponds to higher PD.

   Such limitations may be critical in assessing  diversity   within communities or 
assemblages. In this context, phylogenetic diversity may be predictive of function-
ality or productivity (Cadotte et al.  2009 ). Dalerum ( 2013 ) set out to investigate the 
possible correspondence between phylogenetic diversity and functional diversity 
for assemblages of large carnivores. While Dalerum referred to “phylogenetic 
diversity” and to “ PD  ”, in fact, their study used ED, not PD. Dalerum calculated ED 
for each species and then “estimated the ED of each assembly as the sum of the ED 
of contributing species.” As the simple example of Fig.  2  shows, this summed ED 
score will not correspond to the total PD. Unfortunately, the Dalerum study there-
fore provides little useful evidence for the claimed relationship between phyloge-
netic and functional diversity in assemblages of large terrestrial carnivores. 

 These same issues arise for  regional   or global studies. An interesting study by 
Daru et al. ( 2013 ) on mangroves “identifi ed biogeographic regions that are rela-
tively species-poor but rich in evolutionary history.” While the study presented 
results referring to loss of “mangrove phylogenetic  diversity  ”, in fact, the measure 
used was based on ED calculations. Daru et al. argued for the signifi cance of the 
fi nding that “areas with a high proportion of species experiencing global declines 
correspond to areas of unique evolutionary history” arguing that “the loss of cur-
rently  threatened   species might still have a disproportionate impact on mangrove 
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phylogenetic diversity regionally”. This conclusion was based on apparent “overlap 
between regions in which species are undergoing declines and regions rich in evo-
lutionarily distinct species.” Unfortunately, their use of a sum of species’ ED values 
as the regional indicator of phylogenetic diversity loss provides only weak evidence. 
To see this I again consider Fig.  1 . For both trees, the sum of the ED values for the 
four species found in  area   B is the same. Thus, ED cannot distinguish between the 
large  PD   loss when the species are phylogenetically clumped, and the smaller PD 
loss when the species are phylogenetically dispersed (as in Fig.  1 , left). Again, the 
PD loss corresponding to an area loss is not well-indicated by total ED, because 
phylogenetic complementarity is ignored. 

 A contrasting study is that of Abellán et al. ( 2013 ), who found that most of the 
highly evolutionarily distinct and vulnerable taxa were not covered by any national 
parks. Critically, while distinctiveness was noted, their proposed solution was based 
on priorities for areas providing increased  PD  . They concluded that “when addi-
tional conservation areas were selected maximizing the number of unrepresented 
species, the variation in PD could be very high, and as a consequence, depending on 
the group and the number of areas added, they could preserve much less evolution-
ary history than when they were specifi cally selected to maximize PD.” 

 The weakness of summed ED scores resembles the limitations of the López- 
Osorio and Miranda-Esquivel method. This kind of problem seems to link to a long- 
standing idea that we simply might add up scores for individual taxa, perhaps with 

  Fig. 2    Two drawings of a hypothetical phylogenetic tree. For this simple tree, the ED value is the 
same for every species. Given the unit length branches, it is 1 + ½ + ¼ + 1/8 + 1/16 = 1.94.  Dark  
branches in each case indicate the  PD   represented by the species in an  area  . On the  left , the area 
has four closely related species and on the  right , the area has four distantly related species – and 
higher total PD. The PD on the  left  is 9 units, compared to a much higher PD of 15 on the  right        
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some distinctiveness “weighting”. For example, Gotelli and Chao ( 2013 ), in the 
 Encyclopedia of    Biodiversity   , claim that we can calculate “ PD  ” by appropriately 
weighting the species and then applying conventional species indices such as  rich-
ness  : “The  concept   of traditional  diversity   can therefore be extended to consider 
differences among species.... Differences among species can be based directly on 
their evolutionary histories, either in the form of taxonomic classifi cation (referred 
to as taxonomic diversity) or phylogeny (referred to as phylogenetic diversity (PD)) 
… weighting each species by a measure of its …phylogeny.” 

 The relationship between ED and  PD   has been investigated previously for calcu-
lations that use probabilities of extinction. An  EDGE   score (Isaac et al.  2007 ) sim-
ply multiplies extinction probability by ED- evolutionary distinctiveness (a score 
that gives each species some partial credit for ancestral branches). Naturally, that 
arbitrary partial credit and multiplication is not a particularly good way to determine 
changing expectations about the  diversity   that persists as the status of species 
changes. Faith ( 2008 ) showed how the arbitrary partial credit and multiplication in 
EDGE-type methods does not take phylogenetic complementarity into account, and 
so will not do a good job in determining conservation priorities delivering high 
expected PD. Faith also suggested that such priorities can be set by directly looking 
at expected PD gains and losses. May-Collado and Agnarsson ( 2011 ) and Kuntner 
et al. ( 2011 ) also concluded that the PD methods are better in achieving the goal of 
phylogeny-based conservation than EDGE. 

 These results are relevant to an interesting study by Safi  et al. ( 2013 ), who set out 
to “identify regions of the world where priority species are concentrated, much like 
the original defi nition of the  biodiversity   hotspot.” They identifi ed those regions/
countries having the “highest accumulation of top mammal species ranked in terms 
of their  EDGE   score” and argued that “ Conservation   resources would therefore be 
best allocated among the countries in these regions to protect mammal species with 
the highest EDGE scores.” 

 Unfortunately, this may be a weak guideline for the effi cient use of limited con-
servation resources. Their study recalls the issues raised by the use of ED methods 
in the Daru et al. study, where a given ED score could correspond either to phyloge-
netically clumped species and a large  PD   loss (as in Fig.  1 , left), or phylogenetically 
dispersed species and smaller PD loss (Fig.  1 , right). Once again, the potential PD 
loss arising from a given  area   loss is not well-indicated by a summation of ED (or 
 EDGE   values), because phylogenetic complementarity is ignored. 

 Recent extensions of the ED methods provide some important modifi cations to 
take into account species’ range extent and abundance; however, these interesting 
innovations may suffer similar problems to those described above. Cadotte et al. 
( 2010 ) introduced one important extension by taking into account numbers of indi-
viduals of a given species in a  community   or ecosystem. The rationale, analogous to 
that of conventional ED, is that individuals differ in their representation of evolu-
tionary history or phylogenetic  diversity  , and can receive partial “credit” for a given 
ancestral branch. Given that  PD   has been linked to ecosystem functioning (e.g. 
Cadotte et al.  2008 ,  2009 ), the loss of some individuals (e.g. those from species with 
few individuals and uniquely representing some long branches) should set off alarm 
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bells if we want to maintain ecosystem functions. Cadotte et al. argue that their 
measure “can be used by managers to identify individuals, and by extension species, 
whose loss corresponds to the greatest loss of evolutionary information. If, as has 
been proposed, evolutionary history captures functional diversity necessary for eco-
system processes and services (e.g. see Cadotte et al.  2008 ), minimizing this loss of 
evolutionary diversity might maximize the preservation of ecosystem function.” 

 Their basic measure, AEDi, follows the partitioning logic of ED; here, it records 
the share of all branches credited to any individual of species i. A problem is that, 
when AEDi values are summed over individuals, complementarity once again is 
ignored. This implies that the score for a set of individuals (say, those lost under a 
nominated management regime) cannot be a reliable indicator of potential  PD   loss – 
yet it is PD that matters, given its link to functions. We can see the problem by 
adapting the example of Fig.  1 , imagining that the terminal branches represent indi-
viduals. The AED scores for the set of four individuals on the left (marked with B) 
is the same as that on the right; yet, the loss of PD feature  diversity   and perhaps 
functional diversity is much greater in the scenario on the left. Consequently, there 
seems to be no justifi cation for Cadotte et al.’s claim that AED can be “used by 
managers to identify individuals, whose loss corresponds to the greatest loss of 
evolutionary information. … minimizing this loss of evolutionary diversity might 
maximize the preservation of ecosystem function.” For a single individual, AEDi 
may be a useful index, but if a management strategy potentially impacts numerous 
individuals, AED will not provide a good comparative index of PD loss. 

 A measure similar to AED is the “biogeographically weighted evolutionary dis-
tinctiveness” metric (BED or BEDT; Cadotte and Davies  2010 ). BED extends ED 
by also partitioning the credit among (for example) the grid cells occupied by each 
species in a region. In this way, range extent information for species is incorporated 
along with phylogenetic distinctiveness. For species i, BEDi is a weighted sum of 
the ancestral  branch length  s. Each length is weighted by the inverse of the sum, over 
all descendent species of the branch, of the number of cells occupied by the descen-
dent species (if each descendent species is found in just one cell, then BEDi is the 
ED of species i). The BEDT score for a cell is the sum of the BEDi scores for all 
species i found in the cell. Thus, restricted range species that also uniquely represent 
deep branches will count a lot in the overall scores for grid cells or other areas. 

 As an example, in Fig.  3 , suppose that we can only protect one  area  . Which is 
best? For the  Area   (1) in Fig.  3a , the BEDT score is BEDa + BEDb + BEDc + 
BEDd. The BEDi for each of these four member species (a, b, c, d) is the same, and 
is equal to m/1 + L/5. Here, the length L is divided by 5 because a, b, c, d, and x each 
are found in one area; thus, the sum of the number of cells occupied is 5. The BEDT 
score equals 4 times (m/1 + L/5), or 4 m + 4(L/5).

   For the  Area   (2) in Fig.  3b , the BEDi for each of the four member species again 
is the same, and equal to m/1 + L/5. The length L again is divided by 5 because A 
and the four sister species each are found in one  area  . The BEDT score for Area (2) 
is BEDA + BEDB + BEDC + BEDD, or 4 m + 4(L/5). BEDT therefore makes no 
distinction between the two areas. In contrast, the  PD   offered by Area (2) is much 
greater. Thus, BED fails to detect a huge gain in raw PD (and in restricted range PD) 
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that could be achieved through protection of the area in Fig.  3b . BED (and the 
related method of Tucker et al.  2012 ), is not effective for setting conservation priori-
ties that refl ect both phylogenetic  diversity   and range-restrictedness. I conclude that 
there is little justifi cation for Cadotte et al.’s conclusion that “Metrics such as BEDT, 
which combines evolutionary diversity and rarity into a single measure of diversity, 
may allow a more holistic approach to conservation  prioritization  .” 

 I noted above that  PD   gives priority to  Area   2 in Fig.  3b , because it offers almost 
4 times as much PD. However, this basic PD calculation does not take range rarity 
into account. Weighted PD-endemism or “PE” (the sum of branches represented in 
an  area  , each inverse-weighted by its range, expressed as number of cells; Rosauer 
et al.  2009 ) also gives priority to Area 2, because it scores Area 1 with a PE score of 
4 m + L/2, and Area 2 with a higher PE score of 4 m + 4(L/2). 

 PE has an interesting property analogous to ED, in that a given cell receives pro-
portional credit for a branch (analogous to the basic ED score where a species gets 
proportional credit for branches). PE performs well in the example above; however, 
it shares a weakness of ED, when combined with probabilities and summed-up to 
provide overall scores. To see this, I consider a recent study of the phylogeny of 
Malagasy lemuriformes (Gudde et al.  2013 ). This study set out to identify places 

  Fig. 3     Portions of hypothetical phylogenetic trees occurring in two areas . ( a )  Area   (1) 
uniquely has species a, b, c, d which are on small branches of length m, and are at the end of a long 
branch of length L. Species x is not found in Area (1), but uniquely occurs in some other  area  . ( b ) 
Area (2) uniquely has species A, B, C, D, which are on small branches of length m, and are at ends 
of different long branches of length L. For each member species, four other sister species on small 
branches of length m all uniquely occur in some other area       
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with a concentration of  threatened   phylogenetic distinctive and rare species. Here, 
the PE measure was combined with probabilities of extinction. Their “imperilled 
phylogenetic endemism” (IPE) index is the sum over all branches of  branch length   
times its probability of extinction (product of extinction probabilities of all descen-
dents) times the inverse of its range-extent. 

 Gudde et al. ( 2013 ) claimed to “quantify where on the landscape at-risk evolu-
tionary history is concentrated.” However, their “imperilled phylogenetic ende-
mism” (IPE) index appears to have the weakness that it could highlight places that 
have no  threatened   branches at all. As a revealing example, suppose that  area   A has 
20 species, all of  IUCN   “least concern” (see IUCN  2006 ,  2012 ). Suppose that this 
corresponds to a low probability of extinction of 0.025 (for methods and discussion, 
see Mooers et al.  2008 ; Faith and Richards  2012 ). Each species is found in only ten 
areas. Suppose that area B has fi ve species, all IUCN “critically endangered” (prob-
ability of extinction assumed to be a higher 0.4). Each species is found in 50 areas, 
but all are found together in this one area. Suppose also that each species is at the 
end of a branch of some unit length. Also, for simplicity, I will ignore deeper 
branches (assuming that all species have numerous secure sisters). 

 IPE in this simple case is equal to the product of the number of branches, the 
probability of extinction and the inverse of the number of cells containing a given 
branch. Application of IPE gives  area   A the higher priority; the IPE score equals 20 
times 0.025 times 1/10 or 0.05. IPE gives area B the lower priority; the IPE score 
equals 5 times 0.4 times 1/50 or 0.04. Application of IPE therefore would ignore the 
opportunity to save, with a reserve based around area B, fi ve critically endangered 
species. Instead, IPE would give preference to an area with 20 non- threatened   spe-
cies! This reveals the key limitation of the approach. IPE is supposed to refl ect a 
concentration of range restricted, threatened species. Gudde et al. ( 2013 ) argued 
that “our mapping does indeed quantify where at risk  PD   is concentrated”. However, 
IPE, in the example above, actually quantifi ed where  not - at - risk  PD was 
concentrated! 

 This weakness of IPE is similar to that of  EDGE   (see above and Faith  2008 ). 
Both methods suffer the weakness that  phylogenetic overlap   of species is not effec-
tively taken into account. For EDGE type assessments, an existing probabilistic  PD   
approach (Witting and Loeschcke  1995 ) performs better (Faith  2008 ; see also 
 May- Collado and Agnarsson  2011 ; Kuntner et al.  2011 ). In the fi nal section, I 
examine the prospects for using this “expected PD” approach to address some con-
servation assessment problems that have been unsuccessfully treated by the ED type 
methods. 

 The PE measure is relevant to another study that attempts to integrate range 
extent and threat information into  PD   assessments. In their global study on conser-
vation of phylogenetic  diversity   of birds, Jetz et al. ( 2014 ) devised a measure related 
to ED to provide scores for regions or areas. Their “EDR” score for a species is 
simply the ED value divided by the range (number of occupied cells) of the species. 
Total EDR for a given region then is the summed EDR of all species occurring in 
the region. Jetz et al. ask, “Under an objective of minimizing global PD loss, how 
do ED and EDR perform as metrics for a rule-based approach to taxon- and 
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  area- based  conservation priority setting?” They claim that EDR indicates high pri-
ority conservation areas. However, this modifi ed ED score, when summed to pro-
duce EDR area scores, again will not refl ect PD (Fig.  2 ), nor amount of PD that 
would be lost (Fig.  1 ). 

 An alternative, incorporating range information, is a modifi cation of PE. 
 A  threatened  -PE (TPE)  area   score only counts up threatened branches (e.g. those 

having only threatened descendents; see also Faith  2015 ). If the range-extents of 
many species are declining, TPE may be an effective simple index to monitor over 
time. The TPE of an area will increase if more of its species/branches are threatened 
or if range extent decreases for some of its species.   

    Prospects 

 In the examples presented above, assessments of sets of taxa (and/or areas) focussed 
on two related goals. One was the assessment of losses in  PD   (as in Fig.  1 ) and the 
other was assessment of gains in PD (as in Fig.  2 ). Regarding gains, it is apparent 
that some indices may fail to record a large gain in PD, because they do not detect 
the degree to which a set of taxa is spread out phylogenetically. Regarding losses, 
some indices may miss a large loss in PD because they do not take into account the 
fact that a set of taxa are clumped phylogenetically. The latter case is a particularly 
important one, given that these scenarios may correspond to “ phylogenetic tipping 
points  ”, where long, deeper, branches of the phylogeny are lost (see Faith et al. 
 2010 ; Faith and Richards  2012 ), 

 The theme of  PD   gains and losses is a critical one also for the conservation 
assessment of geographic areas. For species/taxon priorities, the expected PD meth-
ods have advantages over the ED and  EDGE   approaches for estimating expected 
gains or expected losses (Faith  2008 ). The application of expected PD by Jono and 
Pavoine ( 2012 ), noted above, provided an example of such an effective assessment 
of PD expected gains or losses. We also need effective estimates of the expected PD 
gains or expected PD losses for entire areas or regions. 

 Expected  PD   will have advantages over other methods for assessments of areas. 
For example, the study of Safi  et al. ( 2013 ), discussed above, highlighted the impor-
tance of identifying regions having a concentration of  threatened   species and phylo-
genetic  diversity  . However, they focussed on the “highest accumulation of top 
mammal species ranked in terms of their  EDGE   score.” Similarly, Gudde et al. 
( 2013 ) set out to identify places with a concentration of threatened phylogenetically 
distinctive and rare species. Both studies, while identifying important assessment 
issues for the future, unfortunately applied methods that do not fully integrate the 
principle of phylogenetic complementarity. The expected PD framework may pro-
vide an effective way to address such assessment goals. 

 The identifi cation of  Key Biodiversity Areas   (KBAs) is one important context for 
future work of this kind. KBAs are defi ned as sites of global signifi cance for  biodi-
versity   conservation: “contributing signifi cantly to the global persistence of 
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 biodiversity” (see   http://www.iucn.org/about/work/programmes/gpap_home/gpap_
biodiversity/gpap_wcpabiodiv/gpap_pabiodiv/key_biodiversity_areas/    ; Foster et al. 
 2012 ). KBAs typically are identifi ed based on the presence of globally  threatened   
(and/or geographically restricted) species. However, a gap exists in defi ning and 
identifying KBAs at the genetic and phylogenetic levels. Expected  PD   calculations 
could fi ll this gap in providing information about both expected gains and expected 
losses. 

 As an example, we could examine the gain in expected  PD  , if a given  KBA      were 
protected (probabilities of extinction transformed to some small value). This would 
be useful in revealing a concentration of  threatened   PD. On the other hand, we could 
examine the loss in expected PD if the area was lost (received no protection). This 
would be useful, in contrast to the IPE measure of Gudde et al. ( 2013 ), in revealing 
areas that have geographically restricted elements of threatened PD. Future work 
may examine how these basic calculations of expected gains and losses can be used 
in combination to defi ned priorities for KBAs and other geographic areas as conser-
vation foci.     

  Open Access   This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-
Noncommercial 2.5 License (  http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.5/    ) which permits any 
noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author(s) 
and source are credited.
The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the work’s Creative 
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in the credit line; if such material is not included 
in the work’s Creative Commons license and the respective action is not permitted by statutory 
regulation, users will need to obtain permission from the license holder to duplicate, adapt or 
reproduce the material.  
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